
























































































































































































































































































































































Relevant details of your research

 
Clear structure and argument

 









































Unclear tables & diagrams

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10 Abstract acceptance guidelines
Does it…
1. capture the interest of a potential reader?
2.
 
say what the paper is about; Does the title reflect the content?
3. use appropriate terminology and is it well written?
4.
 
clearly state the topic of the paper and the research question?
5.
 
say how the research was undertaken?
6.
 
indicate the value of the findings and to whom it will be of use?
7.
 
describe the work to be discussed in the paper?
8.
 
give a concise summary of the findings?.
9. conform to the word limit (150-250 words)?














































































































































































Broadband Speeds (OfCom survey 















































































Citing authors in your paper

 
According to Smith (2010: 72), “the 








It is widely believed that the weather 
is changing (Jones, 2011: 336; Dylan, 











Gordon, Diana & Gil, Antonio (eds.) (2012): Spanish Weather. Barcelona: Ariel.

 
Smith, Brian (2010): Changes in International Weather. London: Cudos
 
Press
b) Articles in books /Book chapters

 
Dylan, John (2012): “La lluvia en Sevilla es una maravilla”, In: Gordon, Diana & 
Gil, Antonio (eds.). Spanish Weather. Barcelona: Ariel, 59-69.
c) Articles in journals
Jones, Kate (2011): “The Spanish frying pan”. International Geographics. 17/4: 
333-54.
d) Congresses and conferences 

 




Alonso, Ana et alii
 
(eds.). 
Proceedings of the  XVIII  International APEN Conference.
 





Gurak, Laura et alii
 
(eds.) (2004): Into the Blogosphere: Rhetoric, Community, 


















































































































































































































































































































































































Criticism may not be agreeable, but it is 
necessary. It fulfils the same function as pain 
in the human body. It calls attention to an 
unhealthy state of things. (Winston Churchill)

 
To avoid criticism, do nothing, say nothing, 
and be nothing. (Elbert Hubbard)

 
The better a work is, the more it attracts 
criticism; it is like the fleas who rush to jump 
on clean white sheets. (Gustave
 
Flaubert)
GOOD LUCK
David Levey
Universidad de Cádiz
david.levey@uca.es
